SDS Modular VESA Mount Keyboard Tray
5 Year Limited Warranty

SDS warrants that the product is free of defect. This warranty covers broken
welds and paint flaking off. Everything else is considered wear and tear.
Examples not covered under warranty: scratches, worn or faded paint, bent
metal, holes worn to odd shapes, etc.
If you have broken welds or paint flaking off and need to have the item replaced
call 231-492-5996 and explain what has happed with the tray or email
sales@vesastuff.com
All warranty return will require a RMA number. You will need to call SDS to obtain
this RMA.
Shipping the item back is the responsibility of the customer.
Thanks for purchasing! 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Note:
The drilled holes on the left and right side of the keyboard tray are for the
expansion trays; Mouse Extension Tray and/or Utility Pocket and Utility Shelf.
These items are for sale on Amazon and eBay. The Utility Shelf mounts under the
Keyboard Tray and makes a nice shelf for paper and other items.
We also have a Stabilizer Attachment option available that will help to remove
any springy movement when mounting to any type of arm. This item can be
bolted to the latest version of the Keyboard Tray.
The screws provided attach the Keyboard Tray to the wall mounting bracket and
monitor. They may be extra-long! They may require cutting! Please be careful
when using them.
We also provide a “Complete Kit” called the Workstation, which will provide you
with the Keyboard Tray, Stabilizer Attachment, Mouse Extension, Utility Pocket
and the Utility Shelf, Plus a ultra-thin wall mount bracket and all mounting
hardware.
Thanks for your purchase and please remember to leave feedback.
- Sincerely SDS

All Options for the SDS Modular Keyboard Tray
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Tip: 1. Once you have installed the tray to the wall with a slim bracket you can eliminate
all movement by placing rubber bumpers behind the tray and against the wall.
Remember to put the rubber bumpers as close to the bottom of the tray as possible. This
item is also provided.
Tip: 2. Once you have installed the keyboard tray on a wall or desktop mount arm and it’s
still not solid enough for how you will be using it, think about purchasing the “Stabilizer
Attachment Plate”. The new Stabilizer Attachment bolts to the back of the keyboard tray
and really make it rigid.

Thanks from SDS, LLC

IMPORTANT NOTE: Some Dell all-in-ones are not compatible
without the modifications shown in the image below –

Image shown with SDS VESA mount Keyboard Tray and Stiffener plate.

1. You have been given enough screws to mount the mouse extension and the utility cup
under the utility tray if you desire use the (4) Pan Head screws and thumb nuts.
2. Mounting the mouse extension and utility cup to the keyboard tray. Place them
between the Tray and the utility shelf and use the counter sink screws and thumb nuts

